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Notice of the Revised Operation Results Forecasts for the Fiscal Period ending January 2010 
 

Japan Single-residence REIT Inc. (“Japan Single-residence REIT”) hereby announces that it has revised its 
operation results forecasts for the fiscal period ending January 2010 (August 1, 2009 to January 31, 2010) 
publicized on January 15, 2010. 
 
1. Revised operation results forecasts for the fiscal period ending January 2010 

 

Operating 
revenue 

Ordinary 
income Net income

Cash distribution per 
unit (not including 
distribution in excess 
of earnings) 

Cash 
distribution 
in excess of 
earnings per 
unit 

Previously announced 
forecast (A) ¥1,765million ¥217million ¥216million ¥3,850 n/a 

Revised forecast (B) ¥1,766million ¥237million ¥236million ¥4,206 n/a 

Change (B-A) 1million 19million 19million  356 n/a 

Rate of change 0.1% 9.0% 9.0% 9.2％ n/a 
 (Note 1) Estimated units issued and outstanding at end of fiscal period: 56,111 units 
 (Note 2) Forecasts are current figures calculated based on the assumptions provided in the Appendix and are not 

guaranteed due to the possibility of fluctuations in the actual operating revenue, ordinary income, net 
income or cash distribution per unit due to the future acquisition.  

 (Note 3)  Fractions of 1 unit have been rounded off. 
 

 
2. Reason for forecast revision 

Japan Single-residence REIT has revised the forecasts that were announced on January 15, 2010 now that results 
of operations in the fiscal period that ended in January 2010 have been largely determined.  The ordinary 
income forecast has been increased by 19 million yen.  This revision is attributable to a 15 million yen increase 
in operating income because expenses related to rent business were below budget and to a 4 million yen 
improvement in non-operating income and expenses.  Forecasts in the January 15, 2010 announcement were 
based on conservative estimates because information about results of operations was available at that time for 
only four of the six months in the current fiscal period. 


